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aramcoapprovedvendorlist [-h] [--id={0}] [--page={1}] [--query={2}] [--sort={3}] [--by={4}] [--count={5}] arguments -h, --help prints the command line help and exits --id --page --query --sort --by --count description the aramcoapprovedvendorlist command allows a user to retrieve a list of the aramco
approved vendors. aramco is the arabian american oil company. string vendorname: vendor name string appid: appid description param1: name: vendor name type: string param2: name: appid type: string parameters param1: name: vendor name type: string param2: name: appid type: string examples

example1: aramcoapprovedvendorlist - vendor name: a name - appid: aid example2: aramcoapprovedvendorlist a vendorname - vendor name: a name - appid: aid example3: aramcoapprovedvendorlist vendorname - vendor name: a name - appid: aid example4: aramcoapprovedvendorlist - vendor name: a
name - appid: aid (a) field of the invention the present invention relates to a scanning mirror which is used for a scanner or the like, and a method of manufacturing the scanning mirror. (b) description of the related art conventionally, a scanning mirror such as a polygon mirror is used for a scanner, a

projector, or the like. the polygon mirror is rotated at high speed to scan a light beam emitted from a light source in a predetermined direction. the light beam reflected by the polygon mirror is directed to a target to form an image on the target. fig. 1 is a perspective view of a general polygon mirror. 2 is a
side view of the general polygon mirror. referring to figs. 1 and 2, a polygon mirror 10 has a plurality of reflecting surfaces 12 which are formed by slicing a plane-parallel plate 11. the reflecting surfaces 12 are arranged in a circumferential direction. the reflecting surfaces 12 are designed to be as close to a
mirror plane as possible, thus the reflecting surfaces 12 have a high reflection efficiency. conventionally, a material having a high reflection efficiency, such as a polyester, has been used for the plane-parallel plate 11. as the polyester is chemically stable, it is used as a mirror material. to manufacture the

polygon mirror 10, the plane-parallel plate 11 is cut to be a polygon in a circular or rectangular shape. an end portion of the polygon plate 11 is ground and polished to form the reflecting surfaces 12. the reflecting surfaces 12 are supported by a rotary shaft 13. the rotary shaft 13 is mounted on a supporting
base 14 to which a driving motor 15 is attached. the rotary shaft 13 is supported by a bearing 16 attached to the supporting base 14.
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